ASPECTA BY METROFLOR LAUNCHES NEW RANGE OF DECORATIVE FLOORING AT NEOCON:
ASPECTA ONE ORNAMENTAL
Design your own custom flooring using global motifs
NORWALK, CT - Aspecta by Metroflor will introduce an exciting design portfolio during NeoCon 2017.
The Aspecta One Ornamental LVT collection consists of three unique patterns that architects and
designers can apply where they need exceptional interest and accent, without being overwhelmed by
going through the entire custom design process. Building upon the existing Aspecta One design
portfolio, the three overlay motifs – Damask, Masquerade, and Malta -- offer a wide array of options
depending upon the imagination and creativity of the designer.
Evoking ancient cultures such as Oriental, Arabic and sub-Saharan, or architecture styles like Art
Nouveau and Rococo, the Aspecta One Ornamentals create a welcome contrast to the clear design
language of modern architecture and interiors. These overprint styles can be layered randomly on
select Aspecta One plank and tile designs or all-over for a more dramatic effect.
The Aspecta One Ornamental collection is ideal for such commercial settings as Hospitality, Retail,
Corporate and common areas of Healthcare, with all the benefits that only LVT provides: stunning
design and embossings, coupled with easy care and maintenance.

The range reflects Metroflor’s immersion in Biophilic Design as an influence in the creation of its everevolving product lines. The philosophy stems from the notion of Biophilia: humankind’s innate
connection with the natural world. Biophilia explains why certain natural occurrences captivate us,
enhance our creativity or provide restorative effects. When applied to the built environment, Biophilia
also defines aspects of nature that most impact and advance occupants’ health, fitness, and
wellbeing. Said Robert Langstaff, Metroflor’s Director of Design, “Biophilic design establishes a new
framework for satisfying the need to experience nature in the built environment. At Metroflor, we are
applying many of its principles to extend our design vision and capability within LVT.“
Here are the Aspecta One Ornamental motifs:

DAMASK
Inspired by heirloom Persian rugs handed down
generation to generation, and the emerging
“Rough Luxe” distressed motif found in specialty
woven carpet, Damask delivers this high-end
look in affordable LVT. Said Langstaff, “Damask
takes us back in time with its layered richness
and the reassurance of time-worn things, like a
vintage Persian carpet or scattered old paint
worn down.” BIOPHILIC DESIGN INSPIRATION:
Botanical motifs, Integration of Place and
Culture, Attraction and Beauty.
Damask can be overprinted on select Aspecta
One Midtown tiles and woodgrain planks
(Shipwright, Alpine Ridge, and Washed Wood).

MASQUERADE
Inspired by boisterous ceramic tiles,
Masquerade’s large medallion-like design
translates well in large tile formats, combining
modern concrete embossing and unicolors,
which embrace each other in a refreshing,
surprising way. With either a colorful or neutral
base, Masquerade appears as either a positive
version for a “painted” impression or a negative
overprint on tile that creates the hard-edge effect
of carving. Its unpredictability in shape and
application is refreshing. BIOPHILIC DESIGN
INSPIRATION: Biomorphic Shape, Integration of
Parts to Wholes, Curiosity and Enticement.
Masquerade is available on 6 neutral Midtown
and 6 primary-colored Midtown Prism floors in
the large-scale, 24” x 24” tiles.

MALTA
This abstract, Arabesque motif complements
Aspecta One 4-ft. woodgrain planks with a
Moorish influence found in Southern Europe.
Malta works well with vintage, Mid-Century and
contemporary interiors. BIOPHILIC DESIGN
INSPIRATION: Botanical motifs; Age, Change
and the Patina of Time; Sensory Variability and
Complementary Contrasts.
The Malta overprint is available on select Aspecta
One Shipwright and Alpine Ridge woodgrains.

ASPECTA, Metroflor's commercial LVT offering, has introduced three LVT collections in the past
three years – ASPECTA ONE, ASPECTA FIVE and ASPECTA TEN—providing architects, designers
and end users with an extensive range of options in over 200 designs. All feature high-quality surface
textures, excellent design and color, durability and warmth underfoot: the hallmarks of the entire
portfolio. Extremely easy to maintain, ASPECTA is ideal for built environments with high footfall.
Visit Aspectaflooring.com for more information. Follow us on Twitter @aspectaflooring
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